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NEW QUESTION: 1
In single sign-on, the secondary domain needs to trust the
primary domain to do which of the following?
(Select TWO).
A. Correctly assert the identity and authentication credentials
of the end user.
B. Correctly assert the authentication and authorization
credentials of the end user.
C. Protect the authentication credentials used to verify the
end user identity to the secondary domain for authorized use.
D. Protect the authentication credentials used to verify the
end user identity to the secondary domain for unauthorized use.
E. Protect the accounting credentials used to verify the end
user identity to the secondary domain for unauthorized use.
F. Correctly assert the identity and authorization credentials
of the end user.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When you first power on the IP Office, there are two default
incoming call routes; one is to route all voice calls to the
Hunt Group main, which contains the first 10 extensions, and
the other is for data calls.
Where do the data calls go by default?
A. Hunt group "Main"
B. Hunt group "Data"
C. RAS access "Dialin"
D. Extension "Modern"
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You created an encrypted tablespace:
You then closed the encryption wallet because you were advised
that this is secure.
Later in the day, you attempt to create the EMPLOYEES table in
the SECURESPACE tablespace with the SALT option on the EMPLOYEE
column.
Which is true about the result?
A. It generates an error when creating the table because the
wallet is closed.
B. It creates the table successfully, and encrypts any inserted
data in the EMPNAME column because the wallet needs to be open
only for tablespace creation.
C. It creates the table successfully but does not encrypt any

inserted data in the EMPNAME column because the wallet must be
opened to encrypt columns with SALT.
D. It generates error when creating the table, because the salt
option cannot be used with encrypted tablespaces.
Answer: A
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